
SHALL I COMPARE THEE TO SUMMERS

But thy eternal summer shall not fade, one hundred sonnets, all written in the form of three quatrains and a couplet that
is now recognized as Shakespearean.

Is it pure iambic pentameter? However, "owest" conveys the idea that beauty is something borrowed from
natureâ€”that it must be paid back. Grafting is a technique used to join parts from two plants with cords so that
they grow as one. In summer the stormy winds weaken the charming rosebuds and the prospect of renewed
health or happiness lasts for a very short time. The word beauty does not appear in this sonnet. Here again we
find an extreme and a disappointment: the sun is sometimes far too hot, while at other times its "gold
complexion" is dimmed by passing clouds. Take that first line for example: Shall I compare thee to a summer's
day? Petrarchan sonnets typically discussed the love and beauty of a beloved, often an unattainable love, but
not always. The conclusion is that as long as the human race remains alive and as long as men can read, this
sonnet will live, and thus immortalize the woman the poet loves. It just doesn't ring true. Well, the metre helps
dictate the rhythm of a line and also how it should be read. And a trochee opens: Nor shall death brag thou
wand'rest in his shade, The emphasis is on death brag, the double stress reinforcing the initial trochee to make
quite a powerful negation. The speaker is suggesting that for most people, summer will pass all too quickly
and they will grow old, as is natural, their beauty fading with the passing of the season. This life is most jolly.
Oxford: Oxford UP,  But thy eternal summer shall not fade But your youth shall not fade, Nor lose possession
of that fair thou ow'st; Nor will you lose the beauty that you possess; Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in
his shade, Nor will death claim you for his own, When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st; Because in my
eternal verse you will live forever. The first meaning is more obvious: a negative change in his outward
appearance. Browse by Poem. Eternal lines of verse would make an eternal summer of her beauty denying
Death and Time and their power of destruction. Shakespeare wrote of them but this one tends to top most
popular lists, mainly due to the opening line which every romantic knows off by heart. Both change and
eternity are then acknowledged and challenged by the final line. This comparison will not be straightforward.
In the meantime the vagaries of the English summer weather are called up again and again as the speaker
attempts to put everything into perspective. It is engender'd in the eyes; With gazing fed; and Fancy dies In the
cradle where it lies. His friend is first compared to summer in the octave, but, at the start of the third quatrain 9
, he is summer, and thus, he has metamorphosed into the standard by which true beauty can and should be
judged. Life is not an easy passage through Time for most, if not all people. Notes temperate 1 : i. Sometimes
he scuds far off, and there he stares; Anon he starts at stirring of a feather; To bid the wind a race he now
prepares, And whe'r he run or fly they know not whether; For through his mane and tail the high wind sings,
Fanning the hairs, who wave like feather'd wings. It has a regular rhyme scheme: abab cdcd efef gg. For more
on how the sonnets are grouped, please see the general introduction to Shakespeare's sonnets. The rhetorical
question is posed for both speaker and reader and even the metrical stance of this first line is open to
conjecture. This sonnet is magnificent throughout-from the perfect beauty of the opening quatrain to the sweet
and the rush of the triumphant final couplet. He looks upon his love, and neighs unto her; She answers him as
if she knew his mind; Being proud, as females are, to see him woo her, She puts on outward strangeness,
seems unkind, Spurns at his love and scorns the heat he feels, Beating his kind embracements with her heels.
He continues in lines , where he lingers on the imperfections of the summer sun. This, in combination with the
words "nature's changing course", creates an oxymoron: the unchanging change of nature, or the fact that the
only thing that does not change is change. The third foot is the anapaest, the fourth the lonely iamb. Sonnet 18
Language and Tone Note the use of the verb shall and the different tone it brings to separate lines. But has the
poet really abandoned the idea of encouraging the fair lord to have a child? Thou, thee and thy are used
throughout and refer directly to the lover, the fair youth. Winds blow, rain clouds gather and before you know
where you are, summer has come and gone in a week. Both scans are valid because of the flexible way in
which English can be read and certain words only partially stressed. Note the language of these lines: rough,
shake, too short, Sometimes, too hot, often, dimmed, declines, chance, changing, untrimmed.


